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What is Curbside Management?

Micromobility Freight



ITE Practitioners Guide
Developed by the

Curbside Management looks at
…not just the curb

(Source: Seattle Department of Transportation)



Introduction to the Guide
• What is Curbside Management?
• Available Tools and Treatments
• Treatment Selection Process
• Performance Measurement
• Future Considerations
• Additional Resources
• Implemented Strategies and 

Projects
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Available Tools and Treatments
1. Planning and Implementation

2. Access to Loading/Unloading 
Zones

3. Parking

4. Transit

5. Bicycles 

6. Pedestrians and Activation 



Access to Loading/Unloading Zones

Source: Seattle Department of Transportation

Passenger Access
• Identifying Demand
• Geofencing

(Source: Fehr & Peers)



Treatment Selection Process
1. Inventory Existing Conditions

2. Develop Modal Prioritization

3. Identify Treatment Alternatives

4. Assess and Present Alternatives

5. Refine and Implement 
Treatments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The overall curbside demand and management process can be triggered by a street improvement, development project, or broader planning effort. As a result, curbside management changes may be evaluated and implemented for an area as small as the frontage of a single property or as large as an entire city. Because some treatments can be effectively deployed at discrete locations while others may require a broader corridor- or area-wide implementation to achieve desired results, both short- and long-term planning strategies should be considered during the selection of treatments to be implemented.In general, the curbside management treatment selection consists of the following steps:Inventory existing conditionsIdentify land use and activity considerations to develop modal prioritizationIdentify appropriate treatment alternativesAssess and present alternatives for public feedbackRefine and implement treatments



Inventory Existing Conditions
• Policies and Codes
• Supply, Demand and Utilization
• Needs and Opportunities

(Source: Coord)

(Source: SharedStreets)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The initial step in beginning to develop a curbside management strategy is to complete an invento- ry of existing conditions, including a detailed assessment of how curbside space is currently utilized and managed. An accurate context for the curbside should be identified to ensure that selected treatments are appropriate for the observed conditions.At a minimum, the inventory of existing conditions should include the following:A review of existing policies, by-laws, or codes which may impact curb utilizationField observations to identify key existing curbside users, the characteristics of their use (i.e., supply, demand, and utilization), lane or parking designations, and use restrictionsDetermination of any obvious needs or opportunities In addition to concerted data collection and observation efforts, data pertaining to existing curb- side access and users may be available through the other following channels:GIS databases maintained by transit, parking management, and/or other municipal agenciesApproved or constructed development plans for parcels abutting the public right of wayCoordination with mobility providers and delivery services including ride hailing services, car share, bike/scooter share, package and freight handlers, etc.

https://www.citylab.com/transportation/2018/04/street-parking-curb-rules/556640/
https://sharedstreets.io/
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(Source: Fehr & Peers)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The overall curbside demand and management process can be triggered by a street improvement, development project, or broader planning effort. As a result, curbside management changes may be evaluated and implemented for an area as small as the frontage of a single property or as large as an entire city. Because some treatments can be effectively deployed at discrete locations while others may require a broader corridor- or area-wide implementation to achieve desired results, both short- and long-term planning strategies should be considered during the selection of treatments to be implemented.In general, the curbside management treatment selection consists of the following steps:Inventory existing conditionsIdentify land use and activity considerations to develop modal prioritizationIdentify appropriate treatment alternativesAssess and present alternatives for public feedbackRefine and implement treatments
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example of Seattle’s selection processThis takes a lot of though and can be an iterative process. There’s more than one way to approach this problem and more than one way to set priorities.



Treatment Alternatives

(Source: NACTO Curb Appeal)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once local land uses, activities, and modal priorities have been established, appropriate treatment alternatives for curbside management can be developed. Available tools and treatments identified in Chapter 2 serve as a starting point for the identification of alternatives which can be selected to emphasize different right-of-way functions.Some treatments, such as parklets or bus queue jumps, can be effectively deployed at discrete locations while others, like protected bikeways and dedicated transit lanes, typically require a broader corridor implementation in order to achieve the desired results. As a result, both short- and long-term planning strategies should be considered during the selection of treatments to be implemented.NACTO image showing comparative productivity of public realm space for different uses. Similar to image of 50 people in a bus vs. 50 people in SOVs.



Performance Measurement
• Mobility

• Livability

• Accessibility

• Safety

• Efficiency

• Economic Vitality

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once you implement it, it’s important to know if it works so that you can either replicate in similar areas or make adjustments to continue to refine and improve your strategy. The success of your curbside management strategies will be measured based on the goals of the project, which will often include these 6 topics. The guide provides a list of measures of effectiveness and data sets for each of these topics.Show how goals are interrelated and the ultimate goals reflect the effect on quality of life, not strictly what we normally define as transportation. 
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Case Studies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Use this slide to mention the online resource and case studies there (no detail) as a transition to Aaron’s discussion.



Future Considerations
• Dynamic curbs

• Increased Dynamic 
Management technologies

• Enhanced Communication

• Changes in land use

• Improved Data Management

• Micromobility and devices TBD

• Swtich points and hubs
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(Source: Austin Transportation Department)



Monitoring Implementation
• Monitor the curbside evolution

• Adjust the curb using 
performance measures

• Learn from peers and case 
studies

• Apply open source tools

• Develop plans and policies

(Source: Fehr & Peers)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What ITE is doing

https://www.citylab.com/transportation/2018/04/street-parking-curb-rules/556640/


Additional Resources
• On Demand webinar Introducing ITE’s New 

Curbside Management Practitioners’ Guide

• STAY TUNED! Curbside Management 
Analysis Resources

• A NEW! Report on Curbside 
Management Analysis

• Curbside Analysis GIS-based Tool to 
guide allocation of the curb

• Will be doing a call for curbside case 
studies in 2020!

(Source: SharedStreets)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
add slide about what ITE is doing next. mention curbside analysis project funded by USDOT with more resources to come on curbside management. Link to pre-recorded webinar from November as wellClose with home work before the meeting – link already provided.Show ITE website location

https://www.pathlms.com/ite/courses/9697/webinars/4548
https://sharedstreets.io/
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